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Abstract

Mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a self-deliberate data network, where all nodes behave like host or router. MANET is a collection of number of mobile nodes or devices that randomly generate a temporary network. Security is the fundamental requirement in MANET due to its behavior of changing topology, open medium and lack of centralized authentication. This leads to various security attacks in mobile ad hoc network and violate the criteria of routing mechanism. Mobile Ad-hoc network doesn’t need backbone infrastructure support and it is very reliable and also contains the routable networking environment. In this paper, the effect of flooding attack in AODV based network is explained. The network parameters like Throughput, Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF) and End to End Delay are compared with normal network (without flooding attack) and a network with one or more flooder nodes. The performance of network parameters is compared in all the three scenarios. We have proposed a scheme which is finds single or number of malicious nodes in the network and drops fake packets.
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